Tandem parallel fragmentation of peptides for mass spectrometry.
Parallel fragmentations of peptides in the source region and in the collision cell of tandem mass spectrometers are sequentially combined to develop parallel collision-induced-dissociation mass spectrometry (p2CID MS). Compared to MS/MS spectra, the p2CID mass spectra show increased signal intensities (2-400-fold) and number of sequence ions. This improvement is attributed to the fact that p2CID MS virtually samples all the ions generated by electrospray ionization, including intact and fragment ions of different charge states from a peptide. We implement the method using a quadrupole time-of-flight tandem mass spectrometer. The instrument is operated in TOF-MS mode that allows the ions from source region broadband-passing the first mass analyzer to enter the collision cell. Cone voltage and collision energy are investigated to optimize the outcome of the two parallel CID processes. In the in-source parallel CID, elevated cone voltage produces singly charged intact peptide ions and large fragment ions, as well as decreases the charge-state distribution of peptide ions mainly to double and single charges. The in-collision-cell parallel CID is optimized to dissociate the ions from the source region to produce small and medium fragment ions. The method of p2CID MS is especially useful for sequencing of large peptides with labile amide bonds and peptides with C-terminal arginine. It has unique potential for de novo sequencing of peptides and proteome analysis, especially for affinity-enriched subproteomes.